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Entrepreneur and Author Glenn Davis, Jr., Launches First Book Mission:
True Freedom on February 10, 2015

Glenn Davis, Jr., is an entrepreneur and author whose passion is to who help others gain
financial freedom through personal and spiritual growth, changing how they view and treat
money, smart financial habits, starting a part time business, and also through unique investing
strategies that anyone can do. Glenn will launch his first book, Mission: True Freedom,
through Next Century Publishing on February 10, 2015; the book is a 12 week program to
follow that helps people of all walks of life attain financial freedom and to live life by design
not default.

(PRWEB) August 27, 2014 -- Glenn Davis, Jr., claims that the financial strategy he outlines in his new book,
Mission: True Freedom, saved his life. Although he was making "good money," he still struggled to pay his
bills every month (working 12 hours a day). He became perplexed at how difficult it was to get ahead these
days. Through a series of life events and professional training, he learned little-known principles of cash flow
management, finding wasted money in any budget, how to pay off debt quicker, and make his money work for
him through a dummy-proof investing program. He also learned how to view and treat money differently, as
well as even build a part time home business to increase his household income.

Due to Glenn’s passion to share this information with others, he decided to write down the components of his
plan and share his knowledge on sound financial principles. “Long ago I discovered my passion, which is to
help people attain financial abundance through smart financial habits as well as building a home-based business
that provides passive income,” says Glenn. His new book, Mission: True Freedom, due to be published by Next
Century Publishing on February 10, 2015, contains his advice on making a financial plan to get out of debt and
to manage money successfully, resulting in living a financial free lifestyle.

Glenn's book is a 12 week program that is divided into four "Assignments" that include eight "Objectives" for a
total of 21 "Tasks." As readers complete these tasks, they will not only learn but will be actively building their
dream life through this financial plan. Readers will learn more about how to build a strong foundation of health,
attitude, and knowledge; how to manage and free up cash flow in order to build an emergency fund, payoff
debt, invest, and will even learn how to protect their financial "lifestyle" plan through risk management
strategies. Readers will uncover unsuspected money in their budgets that will allow them to gain financial
freedom in the shortest time possible and ultimately become wealthy using simple methods that anyone can
understand.

"It's not just about making money, it's about what to do with it. It's about designing your dream life and actually
putting it into a plan with action behind it. What makes this book different is it's not just a book talking about
financial freedom, or ideas on how to be financially free, it's an exact plan with a step by step process on how to
do it. I believe these days in the complex world we live in, with more expenses than ever before, with more
controversy and confusion over investing principles, and also more ways to make money than ever before -
especially with the Internet - people need an exact plan to follow. Obviously the status quo is not working - the
average American has over $7,000 of credit card debt and is living paycheck to paycheck. That used to be me.
But what I found is times like today call for something new," says Glenn. For more information on Glenn
Davis, Jr., as well as his new book, visit his blog TrueFreedomBlog.com.
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About Glenn Davis, Jr.:
Glenn is a life long entrepreneur, fitness advocate, business builder, and financial expert. He's an ordinary guy
that touts his best financial schooling wasn't his time spent building businesses or at his financial planning firm,
it was all of the mistakes he made along the way to financial freedom!
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Contact Information
Shannon Lutz
Readers Legacy PR
+1 (702)912-2405

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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